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Abstract
Detection of abnormal movements of mobile objects has recently received a lot of attention due to the increasing
availability of movement data and their potential for ensuring security in many different contexts. As timely detec tion of these events is often important, most current approaches use automated data-driven approaches. While these
approaches have proved to be effective in specific contexts, they are not easily accepted by operators in charge of
surveillance due, among other reasons, to the lack of user involvement during the detection process.
To improve the detection and analysis of maritime anomalies this paper explores the potential of spatial ontologies for modeling maritime operator knowledge. The goal of this research is to facilitate the integration of human
knowledge by modeling it in the form of semantic rules to improve confidence and trust in the anomaly detection
system.

Introduction
The increasing ubiquity of positioning devices (e.g., GPS, AIS) on mobile objects, often combined with data collected from other sensors (e.g., camera, radar), allows for the collection of large amounts of movement data. Such
data can be used for various applications such as video surveillance, traffic analysis or animal migration monitoring
(Spaccapietra et al., 2008). In the maritime domain, research projects and government initiatives are increasingly using such data to produce dynamic, accurate and comprehensive pictures of maritime environments (Maritime Do main Awareness) (Bürkle and Essendorfer, 2010).
However, exploring and analyzing such a large amount of data in a short timeframe is often an unrealistic task for
maritime operators. Constraints such as the time pressure, the uncertainty and the heterogeneity of the data and the
complexity of the situations also have to be considered. All of these factors have a critical impact on decision quality
and can lead to a cognitive overload for the operators (Riveiro et al., 2008). To support operators in their tasks, different methods and algorithms mainly based on data-driven approaches that automatically detect anomalies have
been investigated (Laxhammar, 2008; Martineau and Roy, 2011). Despite significant research efforts and the benefits provided by these approaches, automated anomaly detection methods have not yet been widely adopted by oper ators (Riveiro and Falkman, 2009). This lack of user adoption has different causes, including the frequent absence of
users’ involvement during the detection process and the use of complex detection techniques that are often hard to
understand by the operator and hard to explain and justify at a management level (Van Laere and Nilsson, 2009). In
this paper we propose a semi-supervised learning framework for detecting and analyzing abnormal maritime behav iors. The proposed framework uses a semantic approach for modeling the maritime surveillance domain associated
to a rule language for describing operator knowledge. Once identified, potential events are stored and semantically
enriched in a dedicated ontology. Then, events related to a vessel are analyzed using a Case Based Reasoning (CBR)
(Schank, 1983) approach to identify similar previous behaviors. Finally the potential events and behaviors are dis played onto a geovisual analytics platform to allow for a human operator's input. The aim of this platform is both to
offer a cartographic representation of the suspicious situation that facilitates its understanding and to allow the enrichment of the knowledge rule database depending on the validation or rejection of a detected behavior by the operator. This validation step updates the weight of the rule using expert feedback to reduce false alarms.
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The next section presents the proposed ontological model developed for maritime anomaly detection. First a brief
description of ontologies is given. Then the proposed model based on spatial ontologies is presented. The last sec tion summarizes the approach and presents future research directions.

Maritime anomaly detection with ontologies
Converting raw movement data into semantic objects requires trajectories to be described using specific formalisms that can model concepts. Currently, most methods and tools that allow this to be done come from the field
of ontologies. Although originally associated with the domain of philosophy, we approach the concept of ontology
from its use in artificial intelligence (AI). In this context, an ontology can be described as a computational artifact
used to formally model a domain and provide a shared and common understanding of this domain between and
among peoples and systems (Studer et al., 1998). In the next paragraph we discuss how spatial ontologies and spatial reasoning can be combined to improve maritime surveillance.

A semi-supervised ontological framework for maritime anomaly detection
Most existing maritime anomaly detection processes are based on automatic data-driven methods where an anomaly is considered as being a deviation from normality (Laxhammar, 2008). While these methods support the discovery of unknown patterns and can handle large volumes of data, a number of reasons make their use challenging with
real-world problems (Hunter, 2009). One of those reasons is a lack of user involvement during the decision process
associated to a lack of support for analytical reasoning process (Riveiro and Falkman, 2010). As ontologies can be
used to represent different types of knowledge, recent research efforts explored the potential of ontologies for maritime surveillance (Vandecasteele and Napoli, 2012; van Hage et al., 2011). Using ontologies, maritime operators'
knowledge can be modeled and integrated using specific concepts. A crucial point in the development of such types
of systems is to provide a clear conceptual framework that minimizes complexity while maintaining flexibility.
While most current research focuses on semantic trajectories, we propose to expand this framework to integrate the
concepts of semantic events and semantic behaviors. Such a three-level framework (Figure 1) provides a convenient
way to describe both the maritime domain, but also semantic events and behaviors. This framework extends the on tological framework developed by Yan and his colleagues (2012) that proposed using three main ontologies to capture semantics for trajectory data.

Figure 1. Conceptual architecture of the system.
Raw data are extracted, enriched and then analyzed to identify potential abnormal behavior
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The components of the proposed model are illustrated using the example of a foreign vessel conducting illegal
fishing activities.
For the analysis to be performed, the raw data collected by different sensors must be segmented into appropriate
representations of the vessel's trajectory (step (a) in Figure 1). Applying these models to real mobile objects is an intensive task that can only be realized with an appropriate trajectory model. While different trajectory models have
been proposed, most of them focus on spatio-temporal components (x,y,t) rather than semantic components (e.g.,
movement in a restricted area) (Spaccapietra et al., 2008). Spatio-temporal positions alone do not provide sufficient
information about the context in which mobile objects evolve, making it difficult to have a global interpretation of
movement behaviors (Yan et al., 2012). Consequently, we decided to consider not only the spatio-temporal positions of the trajectory but also semantic trajectory units (e.g., begin, stop, moves, end). These semantic units can be
enriched with different types of knowledge (e.g., spatio-temporal, geographic, domain) to provide end-users with
high-level semantic descriptions of trajectories and a better understanding of the situation. Using the illegal fishing
scenario described above, the semantic trajectory of the vessel could be represented as: (begin, port) → (move, sea,
high-speed, 1 hour) → (move, restricted fishing area, fishing, 2 hours) → (end, port) , where semantics units were
enriched with geographic (e.g., sea, restricted fishing area), spatio-temporal (e.g., move, begin) and domain (e.g.,
fishing) properties to provide a better understanding of the vessel's trajectory.
This first step allows performing further analyses of trajectories and identifying potential alerts that could relate
to abnormal movements (step (b) in Figure 1). Depending on the human knowledge integrated in the surveillance
system, different alerts can be automatically detected. Human knowledge can be encoded in the surveillance system
in the form of semantic rules. In the maritime domain, these rules can be simple, such as “if the speed of the vessel
is above X, then generate an event of type Y”, or can be more complex and include different spatio-temporal elements such as “if two vessels are moving in parallel within a certain distance and during a certain time, then gener ate an event of type Z”. Using the previous example a typical rule could be “if a foreign fishing vessel enters a re stricted fishing area, then generate an event of type ‘illegal fishing’ ”. Once all of the rules are defined and the
semantic trajectories are stored in the knowledge database, links with potential alerts have to be specified. This step
is done using a spatio-temporal inference engine that will automatically analyze semantic trajectories with the rules
to identify potential suspicious events. While many inference engines exist (e.g., Jena, FaCT++, Pellet), only few of
them are able to handle spatio-temporal data. For this research, further tests will be needed to select the most appro priate inference engine. Finally, the alerts detected will be described using the Simple Event Model proposed by
Van Hage et al. (2011) that provides the minimal set of classes, properties and constraint necessary to describe
events.
The ultimate goal of the proposed framework is the interpretation of vessels’ activities and behaviors (step (c) in
Figure 1). This step uses a CBR (Schank, 1983) approach to compare previous behaviors defined by the operators
with the current facts of the knowledge base. CBR comes from the field of AI and has been selected for its capacity
to implement standard reasoning procedures similar to human reasoning and capture domain knowledge, even if the
domain is imperfectly understood or hard to codify. CBR relies on the assumption that successful solutions used to
solve past problems can be reused to solve new similar problems. Similarity between new and past problems is computed between sets of characteristics. For example, if a previous case similar to the illegal fishing scenario described
above exists, then the identification of this situation as a potential illegal fishing behavior will be automatically pro posed to the maritime operator.
At this point, semantic events and semantic behaviors are just facts stored in the semantic store. To be analyzed,
they need to be integrated through a specific user interface that provides a better visualization and a better under standing of the maritime situation (step (d) in Figure 1). The Hybrid Spatio-Temporal Filtering (HSF) interface developed by Enguehard et al. (2012) has been chosen due to its two major components that can be used to understand
why potential events have been detected. These components are the geovisualization components and the interactive
hybrid filtering components. The geovisualization component uses the Java World Wind framework and offers a
three-dimensional view of the data. The interactive hybrid filtering component can be used to filter out uninteresting
movement data and to isolate specific movement patterns. This interface allows the operator's attention to focus on
potentially interesting data and then improves the understanding of the situation. To provide a better understanding
of the situation, HSF will be extended by two other components. First, a query engine that allows maritime operators
to query facts stored in the knowledge database and then identify specific data that can be used to improve the un derstanding of the maritime situation. Secondly, a validation engine that reduces false alarms by a weighted score based rule adaptation mechanism through expert feedback.
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Future works and conclusion
This paper has described a novel semi-supervised framework based on spatial ontologies that can be used for
maritime surveillance. An important contribution of our approach is to offer a consistent framework based on on tologies that allows modeling not only semantic trajectory but also semantic events and behaviors. Semantic trajectories are obtained using different ontologies (e.g., geographic, domain) and semantic events and behaviors are automatically detected by using maritime operator's knowledge stored in a semantic store. Therefore the user interface
allows the maritime operator to understand the reasons why thr abnormal events detected are considered suspect. Fi nally, to reduce the number of potential false alarms, the validation or rejection of detected facts is taken into account by the framework through expert feedback.
The proposed framework is still a work in progress and a number of questions remain to be answered. The next
step will be to link these components together and test the semantic model with real situations. Our future work will
not only focus on the analysis of the spatio-temporal events associated to a vessel, but also to its relationship with
others elements of the context (e.g., other vessels, proximity of an area of interest). Although the proposed framework has been designed for maritime anomaly detection, its approach is generic enough to make it applicable to a
broader range of movement data and its application to other domains would also be interesting to explore.
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